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Abstract
In this paper will be proposed a new algorithm for secure strategic information sharing using biomet-
ric information. In classic cryptographic threshold schemes used for secret splitting and sharing there
aren’t any connection between generated shares and particular participants of threshold protocol. In
fact sometimes it may be useful to generate a special personalized shadows, which allow not only
reveal the original secret information, but also to identify who is the owner of particular shares or
information shadow.
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1 Introduction

There are many types of methods for classifying information and protecting it from being accessed by no
authorized persons. They include threshold schemes sharing techniques [2] [4] [7] [1]. In this paper, the
secret will consist of individual human biometrics or personal features. The most important features used
for the biometric identification are the features of the iris, fingerprints, hand/foot bones [9], anatomical
features of the face, the structure of blood vessels (including coronary ones) [5].
The basic components of biometric analyses adopted in this paper are the features of the iris as well as
coronary arteries layouts, which is material for the verification analysis while revealing secret informa-
tion [10].
Using such personal templates the melanin content of the iris can be a component for recognition pro-
cesses executed as part of processes of information concealment (by splitting information into parts of
the secret) after the stage of the proper personal verification. The same role may play the information
record containing some personal information about coronary vessels conditions and spatial topology.
Such information may be extracted during medical examination for particular person [6].

2 Information Sharing Using Iris Features

Information splitting algorithms dealing with concealing biometric information contained in the iris can
be executed by two mutually independent ways of data splitting - both by a layer split and by a hierar-
chical split. The former means splitting the information between n secret holders and its reproduction by
n-m trustees of the secret (from the same group). The latter case means that the secret is split between n
holders of the secret, but the information can be reproduced by superior groups of secret holders within
which the specific secret has been split into k parts (k ¡ n). Thus the splitting methods depend on the
purpose for which the information is split and concealed. In the case of personal identification systems or
recognition systems, the methods of biometric data splitting most frequently used are layer splits (Figure
1).
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Figure 1: Biometric information splitting using fuzzy vaults approach

The presented information splitting and sharing methods and algorithms are based on the use of
mathematical algorithms for data analysis and transmission. The information constituting the secret and
the confidential information is analysed and interpreted by way of cryptographic information analyses.

3 Information Sharing using Coronary Arteries Spatial Features

When coronary arteries visualisations are used for personal data extraction for secret sharing algorithm,
the methodology of extracting individual features which may be used for information shares generation
is as follows:

(1) 3D reconstructions of coronary vascularisation must be pre-processed as described in [3]. After a
projection is obtained of the image showing all the characteristics of the coronary vascularisation,
arteries are thinned to produce a skeleton of particular parts of heart vessels.

(2) A graph is then spanned on a skeleton thus obtained in the image, for which graph a graph grammar
is defined. All points of skeleton ramification are represented by graph peaks, while the sections of
arteries connecting them are approximated by graph edges. Introducing this representation allows
a unique graph to be created for every visualisation, which graph describes the individual features
using particular peaks, their number, relative location (directions and distances etc.)[3]. An ex-
ample graph representation of the coronary vascularisation is presented in Figure 2. The graph
structure created in this way will describe the spatial topology of the heart muscle vascularisation
including its possible morphological changes.

(3) Each coronary vascularisation artery defined by graph edges is analysed to determine the mor-
phometric parameters of these selected sections and assess the possible reduction of the inside
diameter of these arteries. In addition, it is possible to calculate the value of selected shape ratios
describing the directions or curves of the analysed arteries.

The obtained vector of features describing all structures of coronary vessels can then be recoded into
a personal information vector, which may used for secret sharing.
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Figure 2: The graph representations of the right and the left coronary arteries

4 Conclusion

Secret splitting and sharing techniques are currently used in many areas of life, science and research.
Employing biometric or personal information coding methods in the shadow generation processes offers
the full capability of using personal unique features for the identification of participants of secure com-
munication protocol.
Using biometric data or information specific for every person, constitutes a very important problem be-
cause it is highly probable that personal data will be taken over by unauthorised persons. Techniques
of concealing biometric information concerning the iris templates as well as coronary arteries features
can also be used to split and conceal other sets of personal/biometric data due to the universal nature of
secret sharing threshold schemes [8].
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